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SUBJECT: RECONCILIATION/OP RETOUR

DATE: 9 MAR 95

1. Aim. The aim of this paper is to revie
Retour and to discuss some of the factors affecti
of reconciliation. It is hoped that this will
line of thinking that may have some use in t
future UN policy and plans. .

2. Background. Prior to the outbreak of the ar of Apr 94, the
struggle between Hutu and Tutsi seemed to be go'ng largely in the
favour of the Hutu. They used their majority s atus to seize and
maintain political power, effectively squeezi g out the Tutsi
minority . If one begins with the Tutsi success i the previous war
and understands that this success both forced the majority to
acknowledge the power of the minority and gav impetus to the
growing fear of Tutsi domination, one can begin to understand the
main elements of the problem now facing the prese t government. On
the one hand, moderate elements believed that c promise was both
necessary and possible. On the other hand, har liner Hutus felt
that compromise would lead to loss of power and a return to
domination by the Tutsi minority. Hardline deltloq ques were able to
play on the fears of the largely illiterate Hutu easants to create
a level of paranoia that spilled over into h teria under the
impetus of the dramatic death of the president, in Apr 94. The
trouble was, the militias, who carried out the majority of the
genocidal acts so far recorded, were armed and or ani zed while the
Tutsi minority within the country had no weapons nd had put their
faith in compromise I the UN and the RPF. Ul timately I the RPF
provided the only meaningful defence; and only after a terrible
price in blood.

3. Current situation. Having lost nearly on million lives,
there are very few Tutsi families in Rwanda who we e not personally
affected by the massacres. Over and over again on hears harrowing
tales of narrow escape and eye witness acco nts of horrible
atrocities. Underlying every story is the fear hat it might all
happen again. Given the depth of fear and the e otional state of
the survivors of what must, in all frankness, be t rmed a genocide,
it would be expecting a degree of forgiveness more reasonably
attributable to angels than humans. Moreover, te fear that the
Hutus will one day finish what they started is -a powerful
motivatinq force among the survivors. The most pr ssing concern of
the government then is to deal with this fear. Given the stark
realities the Tutsis face: the fact that they are a minority, the
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fact that they have little financial help, the act that they have
a large Hutu population within their borders and the fact that they
have an intact army under the same leadership t at perpetuated the
genocide sitting just outside their borders, it is not surprising
that the present government sees democratic co promise in a poor
light. They were betrayed once by their bel'ef in the Arusha
compromise. They are unlikely to trust their f te to a similar
compromise in the near future. We should not underestimate the
importance of the survival imperative to a peopl who believe that
they prevented complete annihilation only throu h force of arms.

4 • Recent Eyents. The large number arrests and the
emerging pattern of intimidation and terror in any communes may
indicate an effort to consolidate power by elimi ating opposition.
The death of the Prefet of Butare can also be see as a step in the
process of establishing control. For that matte J the arrest and
continued detention of the Sous-Prefet of Gitar rna on apparently
groundless charges also fit into the same pattern It would appear
that either the government is committed to a cou se of repressive
measures or that they exercise little control 0 er some elements
who are determined to take a hard line. In i ther case, the
prisons are overflowing, communal detention cen res are full and
Hutus are very nervous in most communes in this Se tor. Meanwhile,
the main focus of UNAMIR over the past few months ~as been to bring
as many people back to their homes as possible.

Operation Retour
5. The operation to try peacefully to empty lOP camps as a
precursor to enticing refugees home from neighbour ng countries was
launched with the conviction that there was no alt rnative. It was
feared that the only way to avert forced closing f the camps and
bloodshed was to take the initiative to encour ge people to go
home of their own volition. While it is underst od that life in
the camps is not exactly idyllic and that the p esence of camps
within the country's borders poses a security thre t to the present
government, one cannot reasonably expect to overco e the deep fears
and hatred that exist on both sides by merely solving a few
logistic problems. The single biggest problem to be dealt is the
psychological effect of genocide. Bringin victims and
perpetrators of this genocide back together While the memories of
its horror are still so fresh is bound to cause p oblems. Given
the scope of the trauma that has to be worked throuh, bringing the
two sides face to face this soon after the event, ile bodies are
still being exhumed from mass graves for rebur al, is hardly
conducive to reconciliation.

6. Alongside the passion for vengeance that a most certainly
exists among the survivors, more reasonable p ople will be
concerned to :make sure that they protect thems 1vas from the
possibility of a repetition. Given their numeric m nority status
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and their recent history, the responsible membe of the government
would be irrational if they did not seek to est blish some sort of
minority control. At the moment, with the mem ries so strong and
with options so limited, it would be under tandable for the
government to be inclined to take a fairly hard ine and to use its
most reliable element to maintain contol - he RPA. If the
government's aim is to establish control thro gh repression and
force of arms then bringing people home in easily mnageable
numbers, as we are currently doing with Op Retou , delivers them to
repression. op Retour, in so far as it b ings victims and
perpetrators together, would seem to invite th kind of reaction
that has been noticed in Musambira, Mugina and igoma, of which we
have been reporting regularly. These commun s appear to have
become a hotbed of repression over the past few weeks.

7. Bringing people back together without dea ing with the fear
that drove them apart is similar to an attempt 0 move a battered
woman back into the same home as her abusive usband. They are
unlikely to kiss and make up as long as one fear further abuse and
the other fears retaliation. While both are afe while apart,
neither is safe if forced to live under the ame roof without
having worked through their problems and having orne to terms with
them. Seen in this light, any attempt at precipitous
reconciliation is unwise; and possibly dangerous. op Retour seems
to overlook an essential element of reconcilia ion - that it is
unlikely to come about if either or both sides h ve reason to fear
the other. If op Retour is completely successful, it will recreate
many of the conditions that led to one of e most horrible
massacres in recent history. If partially succes full it is liable
to expose many innocent families to repression f r the foreseeable
future. The operation may also discredit t e agencies that
participated in it.

8. Perhaps where Op Retour went wrong was in n its failure to
address the security problems likely to be faced by the returnees
and the possibility of repression. Yet, given th dangers faced by
the current government and the constraints hey work under,
repression would seem the most likely way of meet'ng their survival
imperatives~ at least in the short term. From a cynical point of
view l it is just possible that the governme t expressed its
willingness to go along with Op Retour because it perceived that it
was the best way to get the people and the sus ects home to be
arrested without losing the support of the interna ional community.
It may also be possible that the threats against the camps were a
deliberate plOy to get our cooperation in a weI conceived cover
plan. We thus need to analyse whether Op Retou was a result of
our inability to correctly perceive the real i tentions of the
present government.

9. The situation at the moment is far from cle r.
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What does seem obvious however is that there a e good reasons for
the present government to use its military power to maintain
itself. To allow democracy in the traditional ense of the word is
to run the risk of lQsing power to a majority g ilty of a genocide
and to run the risk of the genocide starting ag in. It also seems
evident that there are deep sentiments of fea and vengeance at
work behind the scenes and that until the e sentiments are
resolved, there can be no reconciliation. Fin lly, it also seems
that reconciliation in advance of the resolution of the issues that
led to the war will fill whatever new prison sp oe is created and
lead to more repression and intimidation as the overnment tries to
restrain its people, prevent chaos and retain power. For these
reasons, it seems unwise to press on with recon iliation attempts
that are not aligned with efforts to resolve the underlying issues
that exist. The fear and the hatred must be deal with if there is
to be lasting peace. These issues will requir both intelligent
structural adjustments and time.

RECQMM~NDATIONS.

10. It is believed that there are few eas choices open to
UNAMIR at the present time. If we push on with repatriation, we
run the risk of being accused of assisting the p esent government
to establish a repressive regime. If we try 0 slow down the
present initiative to close the IDP camps in Randa, we run the
risk of having the RPA do it by force. But, ,if he logic in this
paper is accepted, that is a step we ought to t ke. The present
government has an interest in keeping internati nal support and
funding flowing in and may be reluctant to sho their hand too
plainly out of fear of alienating countries on whose help they
presently rely. It may therefore be possible to revail upon them
to accept a longer period of lDP return by poin ing out to them
that unilateral military action in this case ma have financial
consequences that outweigh the security concern caused by the
presence of these camps. In the meantime, it is ecommended that
more time be devoted to resolving the iss es that block
reconciliation and that more aggressive action t the political
level may be required.

11. The fear and the hatred that lie close to the surface on both
sides of the polical dynamic must be assuaged to s e degree by the
establishment of a justice system that is perceiv d by both sides
to be fair. At the moment, such as system does n t exist and the
present practice of placing persons suspected of q nocidal acts in
"preventative detention" without trial, and witho t hope of trial
in the near future,is widely perceived as repressiv and arbitrary.
Perhaps it would be worth exploring the possibili of making the
establishment of at least a rUdimentary judi lal system a
precondition for further repatriation. It has be n learned that
such a system, with international jUdicial talent, is already 4n
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the cards. The question is whether the governm nt will seriously
work towards the implementation of a system w ich will prevent
arbitrary arrests and preventative detention.. It is for the
international community to, once again/ ensure ts implementation
with a carrot and stick policy.

12. An easy alternative to Op Retour is not easy to conceive of at
this time.. With all its failings, Op Retour is still a workable
plan provided that it is stretched out over a 10 ger period so as
to allow the establishment of a jUdicial syst m and to permit
passions to subside a little. In the prevailing ci cumstances/ time
may, by itself/ be a great healer and perhaps '11 uld also give us
breathing space which could be used to put 9 eater diplomatic
pressure on the government to find a better ay to face its
survival imperatives.
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REVIEW OF OPERATION RETOUR

INTRODUCTION

c

1. operation Retour, which was designed to ent'ce massively,
Internal Displaced people of Rwanda back into the'r communes was
launched on 29 Dec 94. Since its inception, it h s experienced
fluctuating fortunes. The daily returns indicat a poor start
of about daily lift of less than two hundred which steadily rose
up to three thousand per day in the month of Jan 5.

2. The present trend of poor turnout of IDP will'ng to go home
is a serious concern, when viewed with the manpowe and logistic
put together to make the operation succeed. resh reports
indicate that the negative response of lDP to Op etour is as a
result of the complex situation in the camps and m st especially
in the home communes. If we are not to continue to put water
into baskets, Operation Retour require thorough ap raisal, hence
this review.

3. The aim of this write-up is to make a review of Operation
Retour so as to improve on the present achievement.

ACHIEVEMENT

c
4. Since Operation Retour was launched on 29 Dec more than
36,000 lOP have been moved to various horne commu in Rwanda
using 20 UNAMIR vehicles 'and 20 UNHCR vehicle. Medical
screening was undertaken by AUSMED and in some cas s by MSF and
other voluntary organisations.

5. Security was provided by Ghanbatt and Zambatt j intly, until
the former was redeployed. While on the spot scree ing was done
by the RPA to avoid unnecessary delays on the road t RPA check
points.

6. By the middle of February 95, nearly all the DP camps in
the north have been vacated, notably Runkondo and Cy nika. Less
than 3000 IDP are now in the camps in those areas.

1
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PROBLEMS RETARDING THE SUCCESS OF OP RETOUR

7. By the middle of February, a noticeable de rease from all
the camps was experienced in the number of IDP lea ing. This was
despite the coordinated campaigns to entice the ID s to leave the
camps. They were assured of increased presence of UNAMIR and
distribution of food within their communes. In act there now
several food distribution points within Gitara a and Butare
prefectures but this was not enough to allay the ears of IDPs.
The insecurity problems within the communes unfortunately
justified fears being entertained by the lDP. Many IDP
interviewed vowed to die in the camps through hun r or disease,
instead of going to be killed by RPA soldiers in he commune.

8. It appears that the security problems has d
the communes which is traceable to the activiti
soldiers. It is evidently clear from the reports
agents, Non Governmental Organisations and UNAMI
soldiers have stepped up a coordinated reign of ter
communes. A glance at the daily SITREPS from al
also justify this claim.

b. Beating and mass arrest of people
reported at Rwamiko by the RPA.

a. It was reported that RPA soldiers h
started mass arrest, torture and detent
of returnees at Mbazi commune.

now back in
he communes.
camps. The

tion of the

Brutalisation of people at Kibeho camp
been reported by Zambatt, while UN IR
wanted to intervene, they were asked to mind
their business. The incident was repor d
on 21 Feb 95.

c.

9. Sadly, many of IDPs evacuated in January ar
Ndago and Kibeho camps to tell stories of woes in
consequently people are not willing to leave th
following activities of the RPA is an illustr
insecurity in the communes:

d. At Maraba commune, many were said to ha e
disappeared while others were alleged y
abducted by the RPA soldiers.

e. RPA has stepped up mass arrest at night t
Huye commune, so many had fled to Kibeho a d
Ndago camps.

2
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IDP SCARED

10. We cannot pretend that we do not know what is happening.
UNAMIR has ben accused of pretence by the NGO. he people are
definitely scared of arrest, torture and det ntion without
trial, so they are not prepared to leave the cam s. This time
around unless something is done, it will not be ea y to blockade
the lOP that all is well.

OPEN OPTIONS

11. After critical examination of the prevailing situations by
all the agents involved in Operation Retour, the pr position made
are as follows:

a. That Operation Retour be suspended fo 2
weeks to allow thorough assessment and
detailed plan of the next phase.

b. That cases of mass arrest, torture
detention in the communes be thorou
investigated to allay the fears of lOP.

and
ly

c. That there should be discourse at he
governmental level to reduce cases of arr st
and beating of the people in the commun s.

I

d. That those who have been arrested shouldlbe
tried so as to decongest the prisons.

e. That RPA soldiers should be advised to s op
arrest of people in the nights as he
practice is capable of being misinterpret d:

(1) People returned and told stories 0 woe in the
communes.

Mbazi mass arrest.c (2 )

(3) Arrest of
soldiers

Rwanmiko by RPA

(4) Lack of security.

(5) Maraba Commune abducted

(6) Beating in the camp - Kibeho 21
Feb 95.

(7) People scared of arrest.

(8) Justice none,
previous crimes.

3
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RECOMMENDATIONS

12. a. stop for one or 2 weeks.

b. Work in the communes to investigate cas s.

c. Promise of trials for those arrested.

CONCLUSION

13. Since the beginning of Operation Retour on 2 Dec 94, many
people have been moved out of the lDP camps. H wever, recent
happenings has started militating against complet success.

14. Arrest, abduction and torture of people by RP soldiers has
been identified as the most serious problems facing the Operation
Retour since the acts discourages lOP from leavin the camps.

15. These suggestions have therefore been made in order to
~ review the situation so that the smooth flow of lOP from the

camps to the communes can start again.

~
Col
COO, Tac HQ , B tare

Distribution:
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c
Action:

UNAMIR HQ OPS
FC
DFe /
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Information:

Lt-Col Malacky
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